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Treasure Collection is our first range of mirrors produced in collaboration with the glass artist 
and designer Amy Cushing. Bringing to fruition a long standing desire held by the artist, to 
create mirrors based on a gem stone configuration.

Cushing has become one of London’s most creative designers, carving a unique niche for 
herself with her unparalleled understanding of fused glass combined with her intuitive sense 
of colour.

Comprising of three initial designs, Treasure Collection is aimed for luxury interiors and 
discerning collectors and are handcrafted & engineered in the UK. Each piece is a 
sumptuous union of richly hued anodized aluminium, industrial tinted mirror juxtaposed with 
highly coloured, luxuriously detailed signature handmade glass created by Cushing. 

Fusing quality production with irresistible glamour, the aluminium frame is milled to create 
recesses in which the glass elements are embedded, this seamless unity of materials avoids 
the need for joinery, enhancing the elegance of each piece.

The careful placement of colour gives each palette its own dynamic yet all three mirrors are 
cohesive as a collection. They can be grouped in a variety of sequences to create various 
installations, with bespoke variations in size and colour also possible, these are perfect for 
personalised individual projects.
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Condominium in Manhattan, USA



Treasure Collection in Gold Quartz
Anodized aluminium frame in soft gold, bronze and gold tinted mirror, handmade fused glass 
Height 85cm, Width 86cm



Beach house in Provo, Turks and Caicos



Treasure Collection in Sapphire
Anodized aluminium frame in sapphire, jade and blue tinted mirror, handmade fused glass
Height 69cm, Width 98cm



Villa in Mombasa, Kenya



Treasure Collection in Coral Topaz
Anodized aluminium frame in brilliant gold, peach and gold tinted mirror, handmade fused glass
Height 85cm, Width 86cm



Hotel and Spa in Baku, Azerbajan



Cushing’s glass skills can be commissioned for both bespoke residential projects or corporate 
environments. We pride ourselves in working locally and hand made in the UK. From private 
collectors to international projects we can offer a fully tailored service from concept to design, batch 
production to one-offs. A great deal of care is put into every piece and every part of the process 
involved from the conception to the making is of outstanding superior quality. Here you will find 
various pieces aimed as inspiration and reference, showing Cushing’s range of talent.

Commissions, Installations and Art Works by Amy Cushing

Below - Hanging sculpture with various suspended glass elements
Right - Commissioned series of 5 wall mounted glass panels



Below - Hanging sculpture with various suspended glass elements
Right - Commissioned series of 4 wall mounted glass panels



This page - Commissioned architectural glass panel
Right - Commissioned series of 5 wall mounted glass panels



Colour swatches and samples
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